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Hallmarks of a good leader

Focuses on doing 
leadership rather than 
being a leader 

recognises they are a 
small part of a big system 

stirs energy, inspires 
collaboration and 
argument

provides a vision 
 and a narrative

enables people to find 
their own way

 Components of successful 
 check-in sessions 

set up a 
regular time 
slot and stick 
to it
track key 

points (in three columns: 
last time, today, next time)

keep your door open so 
there’s space for them to 
talk with you outside of the 
regular sessions

connect back to their drive 
and motivation 

show that you care:
→ 3 questions for every 1 
statement you make
→ celebrate achievements
→ allow space to talk 
through difficulties
→ be honest
→ explore ways they can 
play to their strengths more

   uestions to ask myself every month or so
 
what style of leadership 
have I been using most 
recently (coaching, 
directive, flexible, firm 
etc)? how has it been 
working?

how has my time been 
divided between my 
own work, talking to my 
team (individually and 
together), meeting with 
others? Does anything 
need to change?

what are the strengths 
and attitudes that I 
admire? How do these 
map onto my team at 
the moment? 

what do I want to see 
more of? How do people 
know I want more of it? 
How can I encourage it?

what have I been 
avoiding? What’s one 
thing I can do today 
about it?
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My Boss attitude

My Big vision
in three words

My next oBjectives
What I want to happen soon

My approaches
How I have been (and will be) bringing out the best in others 

to achieve next objectives and move closer to the vision

next

recently

Encouraging 
co-design

Scaffolding 
and stretching

Praising 
strengths
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praise strengths→

 → create firm boundaries  
           encourage co-design→
 → tackle difficult situations quickly
 → set clear aims and objectives 

scaffold and  
  stretch others appropriately→

 → empathise and adapt style as needed
 → model expectations and behaviour

 → give feedback regularly

A D∙I∙Y guide to bringing out the best in others


